
2 bedroom Cave House for sale in Castillejar, Granada

Cueva Del Jardin in Castilléjar

This is a beautifully finished cave house with a fully fenced garden and charming patio. The cave has a living room,
kitchen, a snug, 2 bedrooms and a bathroom. The property is located in a cul de sac set back from the road, in a quiet
neighbourhood. The traditional cave village of Castilléjar is a 10-15 minute walk or a 2 minute drive away.

The house has a sunny living room with a log burner. The spacious kitchen has a pantry and was carefully designed
with a blend of modern and traditional Spanish styles. The living room and kitchen are partly outbuild, allowing lots of
sunlight to come in. A short hallway leads back into the cave section. There is a central hall/snug with a fireplace, 2
roomy bedrooms and a recently updated bathroom. 

This charming property features stone wall inserts on the front facade, in the snug and living room. There are built-in
storage spaces throughout the cave house. Mural designs were painted by the owner-artist. The property is sold
furnished.

There are two delightful outdoor spaces, each with sitting areas to relax in the sun or the shade. The front gate takes
you into a pretty garden area. Then you pass through a second gate onto a cosy patio shaded by a grapevine arbour.

In Castilléjar, you will find restaurants, tapas bars, basic shops, and a weekly market. The larger villages of Huéscar
and Benamaurel are 15-20 minutes away, with more amenities and services. Across the valley are the beautiful
dramatic Badlands, great for hiking and mountain biking. Castilléjar has a large community summer swimming pool.
There are spring water swimming pools and turquoise lakes within 20-45 minutes.

Bedrooms - 2
Bathrooms - 1
Water - connected
Electricity - connected
Sewage - connected
Internet - possible
Furniture - yes
Constructed - 80 m2
Superficie - 179 m2
Land register - present

  2 bedrooms   1 bathroom   80m² Build size
  179m² Plot size

75,000€
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